The rhythm of music is reflected in the flowing form of the Viola line of faucets.

Viola
Bathroom Fixtures
Viola Faucets

F12001 – CP $345 BN $445
Single Lever Lavatory Tap
Includes pop-up FA725

F12002 – CP $465 BN $565
Single Lever Lavatory Tap with 6" Extension
Includes pop-up FA725

Also available:
FA725B
CP $39 BN $49
Waste Pop-up without Overflow

FA725C
CP $39 BN $49
Always Open Pop-up without Overflow

FP8001293
CP $10 BN $12
4" cover plate

FA725
CP $32 BN $39
Waste Pop-up with Overflow
Pressure Balancing Bath & Shower Packages

Viola Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Point Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Rain Shower Arm, Rain Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
CP = $509 BN = $609

Viola Handheld Shower with Slide Bar Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Slide Bar, Handheld Shower, Wall Outlet, Hose
Requires valve with diverter:
CP = $439 BN = $529

Value Priced Tub & Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head, Tub Spout
Requires valve with diverter:
CP = $269 BN = $329

Value Priced Shower Trim Package
Includes: Soft Corner Cover Plate with Handle, Shower Arm, Shower Head
Requires valve without diverter:
CP = $179 BN = $219